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Russia in pre-Markov times
Peter the First

• The Great Reformer of Russia

(in power from 1694–1725)

• forward-thinking, travelled West, visited other rulers, initiated
Western reform in Russia
• absolute monarch: demanded subjects conform
• built St. Petersburg, the new capital, more accessible from
West than Moscow
• member of Parisian Academy of Sciences
• Jan 24, 1724 edict established St. Petersburg Academy of
Sciences with academy and gymnasium
(Russian Academy of Sciences)

Academy of Sciences

• differed from European academies

(not just a research body, but also an educational institution)

• Peter invited great foreign scientists to work for the Academy

(Euler, N. and D. Bernoulli, C. Goldbach)

• Academic Positions at Academy
Adjunct
Extraordinary Academician
Ordinary Academician

• Other Positions at Academy
Corresponding Member
Foreign Member
Honorary Member – for royals and distinguished citizens

Roots of Prob. theory begin at Academy
Russian Firsts:
• 1738 – first Russian paper on probability theory
(D. Bernoulli, “Exposition of a new theory on the measurements of risk”)

• 1846 – first Russian textbook on probability theory
(V. Y. Bunyakovsky, “The Fundamentals of Mathematical Theory of Probability”)

• 1846 – first Russian dissertation on probability theory
(P. L. Chebyshev, “An Experience in an Elementary Analysis of the Probability Theory”)

• 1840s–1860s – first Russian courses on probability theory taught
at St. Petersburg University
(Bunyakovsy and Chebyshev)

Chebyshev’s influence on Markov’s work
• 1847 – Chebyshev obtains position at St. Petersburg University
• 1867 –

“On Mean Values”

generalized the law of large numbers

• 1887 – “On Two Theorems concerning Probability” generalized the CLT,
presented method of moments
(proof of CLT by method of moments later completed by Markov)

• Kolmogorov said that
“Chebyshev was the first to estimate clearly and make use of such notions as random
quantity and its expectation value.”

Chebyshev as a teacher

• Chebyshev had an impressive list of famous students.
(Sokhotsky, Markov, Lyapunov, Voronoi)

• Chebyshev was renowned as a teacher. Lyapunov said,
“His courses were not voluminous, and he did not consider the quantity of knowledge
delivered; rather, he aspired to elucidate some of the most important aspects of the
problems he spoke on. These were lively, absorbing lectures; curious remarks on the
significance and importance of certain problems and scientific methods were always
abundant. Sometimes he made a remark in passing, in connection with some concrete case they had considered, but those who attended always kept it in mind. Consequently, his lectures were highly stimulating; students received something new and
essential at each lecture; he taught broader views and unusual standpoints.”

Markov’s Academic Timeline
• born on June 14, 1856 in Ryazan, Russia
• early 1860s – Markovs move to St. Petersburg
• 1866 – A.A. attends gymnasium – poor at all subjects except
mathematics
• “invents” new method for solution of linear differential equations.
Informs Korkin and Zolotarev of his discovery, beginning lasting
relationship with the St. Petersburg professors.
• 1874 – graduates from gymnasium, enters St. Petersburg
University, takes courses from Chebyshev, Korkin, Zolotarev
• most active attendee of Korkin, Zolotarev’s special home classes
• 1877 – receives gold medal for research,

“On the Solution of Differential

Equations with the help of Continuous Fractions”

• 1880 – Master’s Thesis,
Determinants”

“On the Binary Square Forms of the Positive

Markov’s Academic Timeline (cont.)
• 1880 – Associate professor at St. Petersburg, teaches Analysis
and Calculus. After Chebyshev retires, teaches Probability.
• 1880 – Doctoral Dissertation,

“On Certain Applications of the Algebraic

Continuous Fractions”

• 1886 – elected as adjunct to St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences,
on Chebyshev’s proposal. Extraordinary Professor at
St. Petersburg University.
• 1889 – read paper “On a question by D. I. Mendeleev” at Academy session.
Paper contains proof of Markov inequality for algebraic polynomials.
• 1890 – extraordinary academician of Academy of Sciences
• 1893 – ordinary professor at St. Petersburg University
• 1896 – ordinary academician of Academy of Sciences
• 1900 – published

“On the Calculus of Probability”
(4 Russian editions, 1 translated into German)

• 1905 – awarded honorary professorship at St. Petersburg
University. Retires but continues to lecture on probability.
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Markov the Teacher
• interested in math education, protested vigorously against the
“harmful experiments carried out in that field” at most schools.
• volunteers to lecture when the mathematics teacher as his son’s
college suddenly retires.
• emphasizes problem-solving.
• offers additional classes on Sundays and during vacation time.
• A. A. Markov, Jr. called his father’s probability lectures

“faultless”.

• Mathematician Gunther remarked,
“I know of instances where senior students ... would attend [his lectures] for the
second time ... [even] after they had successfully passed Markov’s course.”

• Markov himself on teaching,
“The alleged opinion that studies in seminars [in classes] are of the highest scientific nature, while exercises in solving problems are of the lowest [rank], is unfair.
Mathematics to a considerable extent consists in solving problems, together with
proper discussion can be of the highest scientific nature while studies in ... seminars might be of the lowest [rank].”

Markov the Political Activist
• started young, his rebel tendencies appear in his school days
• refused to accept tsarist honors in protest against the exclusion
of writer A. M. Gorky from the Academy
• 1902 – strongly disapproved of noblemen’s honorary
membership in Academy. Wrote a distasteful limerick about
Duke Dundook’s acceptance.
• maintained a very public animosity toward colleague Nekrasov,
whose work he considered an “abuse of mathematics.”
• 1904–1915 – wrote over 20 letters to newspapers about
burning social and educational issues. Garnered himself the
names, “Andrew the Furious” and the “Militant Academician”.
• 1907 – renounced his membership in electorate when
government dissolved the new Parliament.
• 1912 – wrote to Most Holy Synod asking to be excommunicated
from Russian Orthodox Church.
Synod replied, “[Markov] has seceded from God’s Church and [we] expunged him
from the lists of Orthodox believers.”

Markov the Political Activist
• Grodensky, biographer of Markov, recounts the following story
from the last year of Markov’s life, a time after one of the Russian revolutions.
On the 5th of March 1921 A. A. Markov communicated that on account of the
absence of footwear he is not able to attend meetings of the Academy. A few
weeks later the KUBU (Committee for Improvement of the Existence of Scientists),
meeting under the chairmenship of A. M. Gorky, fulfilled the prosaic request of the
famous mathematician. Time, however, provided a colorful sequel, of sorts, to this.
At the meeting of the physico-mathematical section of the Academy of Science
on the 25th May, Andrei Andreevich announced: “Finally, I received footwear; not
only, however, is it stupidly stitched together, it does not in essence accord with
my measurements. Thus, as before, I cannot attend meetings of the Academy. I
propose placing the footwear received by me in the Ethnographic Museum as an
example of the material culture of the current time, to which end I am ready to
sacrifice it.”

Markov’s Family
Big Family
• Father (Andrei Grigorievich) married twice
First Wife Nadezhda – 4 sons (Andrei A.), 2 daughters
Second Wife Anna – 1 son (Vladimir), 2 daughters
Brother Vladimir
• Andrei had much in common with younger half–brother (by 15 years)
• Vladimir studied mathematics at St. Petersburg
• 1892 – Vladimir extended his brother’s inequality for polymonials
to consider all derivatives
• 1897 – died at age 25 of tuberculosis
• Andrei completed and published Vladimir’s unfinished master’s
thesis in 1897
Young Andrei
• used crutches due to severe inborn deformity of knee
• has a knee operation at age 10 and afterwards walks with
just a slight limp

Markov’s Personal Timeline
• 1856 – born on June 14 in Ryazan, Russia
• 1883 – marries Maria Valvatieva, whom he had tutored in math
• considered to be one of the best chess players in St. Petersburg
• 1903 – son,

Andrei Andreevich Markov, Junior,

born

(renowned mathematician in fields of logic and algebra)

• 1922 – dies on July 20 at age 66 of bacterial infection in the
blood caused by the last of his many leg operations on an
aneurysm in his leg. Buried in Mytrophany Cemetry in St.
Petersburg.

Markov’s Mathematical
Work on Chains

Prehistory
Urn problems (Laplace, D. Bernoulli, Ehrenfests, Laplace)
Brownian motion (Bohlmann)
Extinction of families
Random walks like gambler’s ruin (Buniakovsky)
Stock exchange (Bachelier)
Card games, gas mixture models (Poincare)

• Apparently, unrecognized by Markov

(Nov. 11, 1910 letter to Chuprov)
“I most humbly beg you to point out to me those articles of Bohlmann and Bachelier to
which you refer. Up to now I had thought that I was the first to dwell on the application
of the law of large numbers to dependent variables...”

• After reading these articles, finds his work more general and
correct (Nov. 15, 1910 and Nov. 18, 1910 letters to Chuprov)
Nov. 15: “I, of course, have seen Bachelier’s article but strongly dislike it. I do not
attempt to judge its significance for statistics but with respect to mathematics, it has no
importance in my opinion. In any case, it does not contain an extension of Bernoulli’s
theorem to dependent variables.”
Nov. 18: “The cases I indicated are NOT included in Bohlmann’s cases, but contain them as special cases. There is a huge difference. I am prepared to admit that
Bohlmann gave an elegant special formula, but he did not point out even one new (after
my article) case of the generalization of Bernoulli’s theorem.”

The Chain Gang
The Concept of Chains – developments of predecessors
1738

WLLN for sequences of independent
binary r.v. X1, X2, . . ., Xn, . . .

Jacob Bernoulli, “Ars Conjectandi”

P (Xi = 1) = p
1837

and

P (Xi = 0) = q

Simeon Poisson, “Recherches sur la Probablilite des Jugements en Matiere Criminelle
et en Metiere Civile”

generalized Bernoulli’s theorem to include

P (Xi = 1) = pi

and

P (Xi = 0) = qi

generalized WLLN to any
sequence of independent r.v. with bounded second moments

1867

Pafnuty Chebyshev, “On Mean Values”

1898

P. A. Nekrasov, “General properties of independent events in connection with the
approximate computation of functions of very large numbers,”

erroneously claims that
law of large numbers”.
1900

“independence is a necessary condition for the

further generalized WLLN to
case when variances do not exist but all moments are bounded

Andrei A. Markov, “Ischislenie veroyatnostej”

The Missing Link
• Markov wanted to relax the independent r.v. assumption
• began studying certain types of dependent r.v.
• considered sequences of dependent r.v. whose dependence
trails off as the sequence extends.
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The Missing Link
The Concept of Chains – developments of predecessors
• Markov wanted to relax the independent r.v. assumption
• began studying certain types of dependent r.v.
• considered sequences of dependent r.v. whose dependence
trails off as the sequences extends.
and the CHAIN appeared!
BORN-ON DATE:

1906,

“Extension of the law of large numbers to dependent variables”

Term MARKOV CHAIN debuts:

1926,

Bernstein

Markov’s Definitions for Chains
Simple Chain
X1, X2, . . ., Xk , Xk+1, . . . of variables connected in
Xk+1 for any k , is independent of X1, X2, . . ., Xk−1 when

“an infinite sequence
such a way that

Xk

is known.”

(1906, 1907 papers)

Homogeneous Chain
if conditional distributions of Xk+1 given Xk are independent
of time k.
Complex Chain
“if every number is directly connected, not with a single, but with several preceding
numbers”.

Markov’s Theorems for Chains
1906
considered MCs with P > 0 and proved ergodic theorem of MCs
(Independent of the initial distribution, chain converges to limiting, stationary distribution.)

For ergodic chain, ρ(P) = 1, all other λi < 1.
1908
dropped P > 0 and begins to clarify what we call irreducible chains
“we consider only those chains X1, X2, . . ., Xn, . . . where [the appearance of]
some of the numbers...does not finally rule out the possibility of appearing others.”
(all states are reachable from all others)

His condition for irreducibility:

“the determinant [of P] cannot be transformed

into the product of several determinants of the same type.”
(no symmetric permutation can transform P into block form,

·

XY
0Z

¸

)

Chains, WLLN, and the CLT
WLLN (1906)
• Markov used a 2-state MC (0 and 1) and Chebyshev’s inequality
to prove that the WLLN applies to his r.v. with Markov
dependence.
• concluded that

“the independence of variables does not produce the necessary

condition for the validity of the law of large numbers.”

CLT (1907-1911)
• used the method of moments from Chebyshev to prove that the
CLT can be applied to his chains.

Markov’s Extensions to his Chains
1910 studies simple 2-state nonhomogeneous chain,

“Investigation of the

general case of trials connected in a chain”

1911 studies complex homogeneous chains with dependence on
preceding two states, can’t establish ergodic property
1913 publishes 3rd edition of his book, “The Calculus of Probabilities”
– adds work from 1906-1913 on chains
– “Let us finish the article and the whole book with a good example of the
dependent trials, which approximately can be regarded as a simple chain.”
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1911 studies complex homogeneous chains with dependence on
preceding two states, can’t establish ergodic property
1913 publishes 3rd edition of his book, “The Calculus of Probabilities”
– adds work from 1906-1913 on chains
– “Let us finish the article and the whole book with a good example of the
dependent trials, which approximately can be regarded as a simple chain.”

The Famous First Application of Markov Chains
to
A. S. Pushkin’s poem “Eugeny Onegin”

A.S.Pushkin. Eugeny Onegin (1-3 chapter)
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О ц е н и т е этот текст :

?? ?????

Send
go

??????????

A.S.Pushkin. Eugeny Onegin (1-3

chapter)

--------------------------------------------------------------© Copyright english translation Dennis Litoshick
Email: dennis_ru@hotmail.com
WWW: http://zhurnal.lib.ru/l/litoshik_d_n/
---------------------------------------------------------------

* CHAPTER I
I
My uncle was a man of virture,
When he became quite old and sick,
He sought respect and tried to teach me,
His only heir, verte and weak.
He had the fun, I had the sore,
But grecious goodness! what a bore!
To sit by bedplace day and night,
Not doing even step aside,
And what a cheep and cunning thing
To entertain the sad,
To serve around, make his bed,
To fetch the pills, to mourn and grim,
To sigh outloud, think along:
`God damn old man, why ain't you gone?'

Мой дядя самых честных п
равил,
Когда не в шутку занемог,
Он уважать себя заставил
И лучше выдумать не мог.
Его пример другим наука;
Но, боже мой, какая скука
С больным сидеть и днь и ночь
Не отходя ни шагу прочь!
Какое низкое коварство
Полуживого забавлять,
Ему подушки поправлять,
Печально подносить лекарство,
Вздыхать и думать про себя:
Когда же черт возьмет тебя!

II

Так думал молодой повеса,

So thought a playboy, young and funny,

Летя в пыли на почтовых,

While riding through the dust of road,

Всевышней волею Зевеса

The only heir to the money,

Наследник всех своих родных.

That got his folks with help of Lord.

Друзья Людмилы и Руслана!
С героем моего романа

http://www.kulichki.com/moshkow/LITRA/PUSHKIN/ENGLISH/litoshik.txt
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Original: (english translation, all special characters except space removed, converted to small case):
my uncle a most worthy gentleman
when he fell seriously ill
constrained everyone to respect him
couldnt have done better if he tried
his behaviour was a lesson to us all
but god above what crushing boredom
to sit with the malingerer night and day
not moving even one footstep away
what demeaning hypocrisy
to amuse the halfdead codger
to fluff up his pillows and then
mournfully to bring him his medicine
to think to oneself and to sigh
when the devil will the old rascal die
so thought our young neerdowell
flying through the dust on a mail coach
by the supreme will of zeus
he was the inheritor of all his kin
good friends of ludmilla and ruslan
with the hero of my romance
allow me to make you acquainted ...

Top left corner of doublet count matrix:
a
b
c
d
e
f
.
.

a
1
16
31
36
123
31

b
23
1
0
0
2
0

c
26
0
4
2
23
0

d
58
0
0
7
118
2

e
4
51
73
76
63
38

f
2
0
0
0
14
17

.

.

Top left corner of stochastic matrix:
a
b
c
d
e
f
.
.

a
0.001
0.081
0.092
0.056
0.070
0.083

b
0.021
0.005
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000

c
0.023
0.000
0.012
0.003
0.013
0.000

d
0.052
0.000
0.000
0.011
0.068
0.005

e
0.004
0.259
0.217
0.119
0.036
0.102

f
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.008
0.046

.

.

Random text generated by Markov chain:
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Calculations for “Eugeny Onegin”
“The second question concerns an original statistical investigation which I have carried out
and with which I propose to conclude my book. The character of the investigation, which
embraces a sequence of 20,000 letters, is shown in the example below.”
(Jan. 15, 1913 letter to Chuprov)
stationary probability of vowel = .432
stationary probability of consonant = .568
probability of a vowel following a vowel = .128
probability of a vowel following a consonant = .663

Besikovitch on Markov’s book:
“great attention is paid to the simplest numerical examples which are discussed
in unusual detail. And further, it is hardly possible to find a single mistake in these
examples.”

Markov on calculating:
“Many mathematicians apparently believe that going beyond the field of abstract
reasoning into the sphere of effective calculations would be humiliating.”

Table for Normal Distribution
produced a table with up to 11 digits. Table was used into the 1940s.

A. A. Markov and A. A. Chuprov
• corresponded between 1910 and 1917, over 100 letters were
found, Chuprov’s letters from 1912, 1913, 1915 were lost
• both lived in St. Petersburg. Fortunate for us, they wrote rather
than met, or phoned.
• wrote every 2-3 days in beginning, monthly later
• Chuprov taught at Petersburg Polytechnic Institute, wrote book
“Essays on the Theory of Statistics”, 1909

• discuss proper citation and attribution of earlier contributors,
banter about scientific merit and correctness of prob./stat.
texts of day, edit each other’s papers and editions of books.
• Markov writes,
of my book.”

“[this] correspondence had some influence on the first chapter
(Dec. 8, 1912 letter to Chuprov)

• plan and participate in Bicentennial Celebration of LLN, honoring
J. Bernoulli, “Ars Conjectandi”, 1713, held on Dec. 3, 1913.
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2. Fred Taylor’s Scientific Management for workplace
3.

A. A. Markov’s chains

4.

Queueing Theory and Erlang’s application to phone industry

5.

Dantzig’s Linear Programming

Best OR/MS in past millennium
(INFORMS President John Birge)

1. Newton and Leibnitz’s Calculus
2.

Fred Taylor’s Scientific Management for workplace

3.

A. A. Markov’s chains

4.

Queueing Theory and Erlang’s application to phone industry

5.

Dantzig’s Linear Programming

THE LIFE AND WORK OF A. A. MARKOV
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transition probabilities, irreducibility and stationarity. His ideas were taken up and developed
further by scientists around the world and now the theory of Markov Chains is one of the most
powerful theories for analyzing various phenomena in the world.
Acknowledgement. The authors would like to thank B. A. Sevastianov, a member of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, and D. B. Gnedenko, professor of Moscow State University,
for their help in preparation of this article. The authors also thank — —- — — for their
permission to use the pictures included in this paper.
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